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Overall Comments 

Part five of this course explored the relationship between words and pictures.  

It required a synthesis of your illustrations and self-directed ideas and you have 

accomplished this to a good standard. Please use this feedback to help review your work as 

a whole prior to assessment and establish some areas you might want to focus on for future 

study.  

 

Project: Authorial practice 

Most of the work you’ve created so far has been in response to clearly defined outcomes, 

however, every drawing, every mark, every image you produce has potential beyond just 

satisfying a brief. You were asked to review your work and create a ‘gallery’ of illustrations 

that you have enjoyed, reflecting on how these might be used in response to a chosen area 

and audience. It’s good to see that there’s plenty of work from your course to date that you 

feel is accomplished and that you’ve tried looking into a couple of avenues for how you might 

reproduce some of these images for commercial purposes. Looking into the cost and pricing 

implications and gaining this broad understaning will be useful knowledge for your future 

ventures. 

  

Project: Editorial illustration 

You were asked to visually interpret a number of headings within the context of editorial 

illustration, and produce three illustrations for a series of books jackets for Istanbul, Helsinki 

and Milan. As discussed via email, you have already received feedback for the first part of 

this exercise. Your Helsinki travel guide stands out the most and it does seem to have 

resonated more with you because of your own insight into the city. Your other guidebooks 

have some conceptual strength too however is there a way you could visually theme all the 

guides so they look like they are in the same series? Perhaps by using the Helsinki style of 

line drawing for all three? 

 



 

 

Project: Text and image 

You were asked to explore how to creatively integrate typography as part of your 

illustrations, and produced a series of illustrations for a new range of organic biscuits for 

children. You work conceptually well across your typographic play. Your research for 

packaging is really great – Lots of fun, key and innovative examples found, good sticking to 

the considerations of the brief with some appropriate, well rendered mock-ups and some 

great sketches. I think it would be useful to critique this work and the other work you have 

undertaken a little further– this was an exercise and as such, you’ve undertaken a good 

process for this work but how do you feel about the end point? Does is satisfy you? Which of 

the packaging you looked at most drew your eye to the product or made you want to 

engage? How does this translate or do you apply similar ideas or methods of creative 

working to the outcomes you make? There is humour in your outcome – I love the idea of the 

dinosaur looking in to the biscuits and the speech bubble response, but I wonder if here 

there could be an opportunity to use a pun that points out why each different dinosaur is 

drawn to each different flavour cookie – rather than all of the answers being “yummy” 

perhaps they could be more descriptive words ?  

 

Project: Working for children 

Responding to a range of age groups and themes you were asked to develop an animal 

illustration. I think both your rabbit illustrations work well. Here are my readings of both 

images: 

 

Rabbit / green : 

The eyes read to me as innocent and shocked 

The rabbit is clearly running away but the monster isn’t clear (I like this because you can tell 

the rabbit is scared but the green could just be a false alarm or just leaves and shadows) 

And I like that it looks like he’s jumping into the safe foliage. 

 

Rabbit / red : 

The eyes read to me as scared, he looks like an adventureland character. He looks less 

innocent. 

His teeth look sharp so again I wonder if he isn’t fully innocent 

At a glance the red eyes looked like bat wings but they are more clearly demon eyes.  

 

 Within the form of a five frame strip you were asked to help illustrate an educational leaflet 

called ‘What’s happening to my body? It’s all going mad!’ I think this is a great outcome. But 

what do you think? What about how you’ve drawn the images? I think these are shrewdly 

chosen in style for the age group and that this would be an appealing and reassuring read for 

girls of this age. Whilst you’ve chosen to work with a specific gender your drawings are not 

overtly ‘feminine’ and have a sense of rebeliiousness to them which fits with the idea of a 

teenager not conforming to one stereotype. The colour scheme is good and the title image is 

a light-hearted take on the content. Well done. Please do critique how effective your own 

work is though! 

  

 

 



Assessment 

This is your last assignment for the Illustration course. If you have decided to put forward 

your work for assessment, please re-read the section on assessment in your Student 

Handbook, a newer version of this is also available online in the student resources section.. 

The Your Assessment and how to get Qualified study guide also gives more detailed 

information about assessment and accreditation. 

 

For assessment you’ll need to submit a cross-section of the work you’ve done on the course. 

You’ll also need to submit your learning log, sketchbooks and tutor reports. 

 

In terms of organising your work for assessment, it would be wise to submit all your 

sketchbooks physically and a selection of your ‘best’ work presented on thin large card with 

clear labels directing us to where we can find the supporting development work (on your log 

or blog etc.) 

 

 

Feedback on assignment 

The final assignment was an opportunity to consolidate the understanding you’ve gained so 

far by developing illustrations around the theme of Seven Days. Your choice of method and 

purpose for your outcome demonstrates a decision to focus your interest in creating editorial 

imagery and I like this outcome and so feel compelled to suggest you extend this work 

further to turn it into a full proposal/pitch for a front/back cover, article and illustration. The 

final image is striking and fits with a style that would suit your key audience. I like the 

question “why are there seven days?”– it really leads me to want to read the article to find 

the answer. Although as an illustrator, you wouldn’t be tasked with creating the typesetting 

for a magazine, I think it would be useful to mock this up to demonstrate how you think this 

image might work fully in situe so you can properly imagine it as a cover alongside other 

childrens’ magazines – I understand this is a pitch for a new magazine called ‘Wonder? I like 

this a lot and can imagine a focus on a new question each issue. I think your logo is good, 

but needs to be a bolder, stronger brand to stand out on the shelves. It would be useful also 

to see how other article titles will be placed on this cover – would this image ‘wraparound’ to 

the back of the magazine and how could this look? Are there any freebies to accompany the 

magazine? A poster perhaps? Could you print it out to really show it off as a real, physical 

thing – photograph it in a context or a ‘lifestyle’ fashion? You mention that this cover image 

would then lead into an interior article and I’d love to see the editorial page for this, perhaps 

mocked-up as a full layout with a series of images keyed around the text. I love where this is 

heading, so I think this would be well worth the effort (if you have time) to make it a fully 

rounded package that pitches the full magazine idea with printed physical outcomes finished 

to a level that’s ready to show off in your portfolio and celebrate the great skills you’ve gained 

from the course! Well done. 

  

  

Sketchbooks 

Your sketchbooks are just lovely and you have lots of fun and interesting ideas here. You 

don’t appear to make too many notes along side your images and I sometimes think that you 

overlook some more creative ideas for more safe options. Don’t be nervous of being 

ambitious, even if you’re not sure how to fully realise these ideas and as you progress to the 

next level try to make more notes which review how effective each of these ideas alongside 



the work so you’re making clear decisions about how to move things forward as you go 

along.  

  

  

Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays 

Your learning logs are very nice and clear and easy to follow – some of the blog posts are a 

little out of chornology so it might be worth going back and editing the dates of these so they 

appear in the correct order before submission. Your writing around your work is developing 

and you write quite insightfully about some of your decisions but I think as you progress this 

will need further rigour to really reflect the complexity of thought you are having when you 

make your work and bring this up to the level of sophistication that your illustrations have. It 

would be useful to return to the introducing learning logs (particularly the section titled: 

developing your learning log using reflective writing) study guide to help you establish what 

this expectation is and set yourself some points to work on for your next courses. The 

looking at artists study guide is also useful to help strengthen your written analysis on your 

log and you should be keeping regular documentation of the artists you are looking at in both 

written and visual forms. 

 

  

Suggested viewing/reading 

  

Have you seen Anorak magazine? It’s another lovely publication for children 

http://www.anorakmagazine.com/ 

 

Do you know about the folio society annual competition ? The winners of the last one have 

just been announced.. You might want to enter next year! 

http://www.houseofillustration.org.uk/whats-on/current-future-events/book-illustration-

competition-longlist-2017-mansfield-park  

  

  

Pointers for future learning 

I understand that you are on the path to gain a full degree through the OCA. If you would like 

any advice on what is available then you can find out more at the OCA website 

http://www.oca-uk.com/ or talk directly to OCA advisors. 

 

I hope you’ve enjoyed doing the Illustration 1 course, you’ve made some strong progress 

throughout the year and both this and your graphic portfolio are shaping up nicely, best of 

luck with your further courses! 

  

Tutor name:  Beth Dawson 

Date:  2nd March 2017 
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